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Good Afternoon Mr Ahmed 

I write in relation to your email to the TMO and Cllr Blakemans subsequent email to the TMO. 

From your email you indicate that National Grid have attempted to conduct a survey of your property. National Grid 
have confirmed they are attempting to survey as many properties at the block as possible. 
As you may be aware National Grid have been working on site at Grenfell Tower in relation to a new supply on their 

installed a new riser as one of the gas risers on their network was beyond repair in its current 

, - work and have ....... cted to the disconnected supply. 
location. Properties have subsequenuy been reconn~ 

National Grid are also keen to survey to move the other existing properties onto this new supply as they have 
identified the other risers to be a priority on their planned upgrades as due to age will require replacement. These 

are unable to be rerun in the current location and connection to the new supply is their solution for this. 

I attached the letter from National Grid that was sent to residents regarding this survey. I encourage you to contact 
the number attached to communicate your concerns as the surveyors on site will be looking for feedback from 
residents before they carry out further works and would emphasise this is works by National Grid and not the TMO 

in regard to the gas network. National Grid are responsible for the supply of gas up until the meter of each property. 
We are encouraging National Grid to provide as much feedback as possible and can see from this letter they have 

started this communication and clear proposals should be provided to each resident on request. 

I hope this response outlines the lines of responsibility and how you are able to move this forward with the 

responsible party. 

~nvthanks 

Anthony Cheney 
Head of Contract Management (Interim), Assets & Regeneration 

a: The Network Hub, 292a Kensal Road, London, W10 5BE 
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